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Introduction
In semantics a process is usually understood as a behaviour of a system Labelled transition systems
have proved to be suitable for describing the behaviour or operational semantics of a system cf
Plo	 A labelled transition system can be viewed as a rooted directed graph of which the edges are
labelled by actions cf BK
	 or as a tree of which the edges are labelled by actions which is obtained
by unfolding the graph The semantic notion of a process is usually dened by means of a suitable
behavioural equivalence over the labelled transition systems Bisimilarity cf Par	 is commonly
accepted as the nest behavioural equivalence over labelled transition systems cf Gla Gla	
In this paper processes are studied from the point of view of denotational semantics In the
literature domains of processes are found for several mathematical structures For complete partial
orders process domains are presented by Milne and Milner in MM
	 and Abramsky in Abr	
Aczel introduces in Acz	 a process domain for nonwellfounded sets For complete metric spaces
process domains are presented by De Bakker and Zucker in BZ BZ	 and Golson and Rounds in
GR Gol	
Aczel shows in Acz	 that processes can be viewed as labelled transition systems Bisimulation
relations on these labelled transition systems induce bisimulation relations on the processes A process
 Introduction
domain is called strongly extensional or internally fully abstract if bisimilarity  being the largest
bisimulation relation  coincides with equality ie processes are bisimilar if and only if they are equal
Abramsky and Aczel prove that their process domains are strongly extensional The process domains
introduced by De Bakker and Zucker in BZ	 and BZ	 are shown to be strongly extensional by
Van Glabbeek and Rutten in GR	 and Rut	
The metric process domains introduced by De Bakker and Zucker in BZ	 and BZ	 which will
be denoted by P
 
and P

in the sequel and a third new process domain which will be denoted by
P

 are studied in detail in this paper Processes can be viewed as trees both nite and innite in
depth of which the edges are labelled by actions and which are absorptive ie for all nodes of a tree
the collection of subtrees of that node is a set instead of a multiset and commutative For example
the tree
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is the process obtained by absorption Furthermore the processes
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are identied by commutativity The processes are endowed with a metric such that the distance
between processes decreases if the maximal depth at which the truncations of the processes coincide
increases All processes considered in this paper are closed with respect to this metric For example
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including the innite branch is closed in contrast with the process not containing this innite branch
A process is called nitely branching if each node has only nitely many outgoing edges A process
is called image nite if for each action each node has only nitely many outgoing edges labelled with
that action A nitely branching process is image nite but an image nite process is in general not
nitely branching For example the process
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is image nite but not nitely branching
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is an example of a general or unrestricted process being not nitely branching nor image nite The
process domains P
 
 P

 and P

can be shown to correspond to the collections of nite in depth and
 general processes
 nitely branching processes and
 image nite processes
For example the correspondence between the process domain P

and the collection of image nite
processes of nite depth will be accomplished as follows First the space of image nite processes
of nite depth is completed In this way a complete metric space of nite and innite in depth
processes is obtained Second the completed space is shown to be isometric to the process domain P


The three process domains can be related in the following way The process domain P

can be
isometrically embedded in the process domain P

and the process domain P

can be isometrically
embedded in the process domain P
 
 If the action set is nite then the three process domains can
be shown to be isometric If the action set is innite eg equipollent ot the set of natural or real
numbers then it can be demonstrated that the three process domains are not isometric
For P
 
processes complications arise in the denitions of the following operators
 sequential composition cf BZ BM	
 parallel composition cf BZ BM ABKR AR	
 trace set as dened by De Bakker et al in BBKM	 and
 fairication as dened by Rutten and Zucker in RZ	
For example it is not possible to give a denotational denition of the sequential composition of
P
 
processes which coincides with the operational denition of the sequential composition Note
that processes can be viewed as labelled transition systems In BM	 the sequential composition of
P
 
processes is not welldened The denition of the sequential composition in BZ	 is welldened
but does not coincide to the operational one It can be shown that these complications do not arise
in the denitions of the operators mentioned above on P

 and P

processes
Unlike the process domain P

 the process domain P

makes an elementary semantic modelling
of image nite language constructions like random assignment possible cf Bre	 For a detailed
overview of metric semantic models the reader is referred to BR	
Novel in the present paper are
 the process domain P

 which can be shown to correspond to the class of image nite processes
and to be strongly extensional
 the detailed comparison of the process domains P
 
 P

 and P

 and
 Introduction
 the relation of the process domains P
 
 P

 and P

with the classes of general nitely branching
and image nite processes extending results concerning the process domains P
 
and P

of BZ	
and BZ	
In the rst section of this paper some preliminaries concerning metric spaces can be found In the
second section the three process domains are introduced In the third section the correspondence
between P
 
 P

 and P

processes and general nitely branching and image nite processes is
studied The process domains are related as described above in the fourth section In the fth section
the process domains are shown to be strongly extensional In the sixth section some complications
arising in the denition of the sequential composition of P
 
processes are pinpointed Furthermore it
is shown that these complications do not arise in the denition of this operator on P

processes The
other three operators viz parallel composition trace set and fairication are considered in Bre	
In this paper several denitions from other papers have been modied slightly to stress the corre
spondence with the other denitions
 Metric spaces
Some preliminaries concerning metric spaces are presented Only some nonstandard notions ie
notions which are not found in the main text of Eng	 are introduced
Contractive functions which are called contractions are introduced in
Definition  Let X d
X
 and X
 
 d
X
 
 be metric spaces A function f  X  X
 
is called
contractive if there exists an  with      such that for all x and x
 

d
X
 
f x f x
 
     d
X
x x
 

These contractions play a central role in
Theorem  Banachs theorem Let X d
X
 be a complete metric space If f  X  X is a
contraction then f has a unique xed point x f For all x
lim
n
f
n
x  x f
where
f

x  x and f
n 
x  f f
n
x
Proof See Theorem II of Ban	 ut
In this paper several recursive denitions are presented cf Denition     and 
Banachs theorem can be used to prove the welldenedness of these denitions cf KR	
The embeddings to be introduced in Section  will be dened by means of nonexpansive functions
Definition  Let X d
X
 and X
 
 d
X
 
 be metric spaces A function f  X  X
 
is called
nonexpansive if for all x and x
 

d
X
 
f x f x
 
  d
X
x x
 


 Three process domains 
 Three process domains
Three process domains are presented These process domains are dened by means of recursive domain
equations
In AR	 America and Rutten present a category theoretic technique to solve recursive domain
equations The objects of the category are bounded complete metric spaces With a domain equation
a functor is associated If this functor satises certain conditions then it has a unique xed point up
to isometry which is the intended solution of the domain equation
The recursive domain equations by which the process domains are dened are built from an action
set A which is endowed with the discrete metric and the constructions described in
Definition  Let X d
X
 and X
 
 d
X
 
 be bounded complete metric spaces
A metric on the Cartesian product of X and X
 
 X X
 
 is dened by
d
XX
 
x x
 
 x x
 
  maxf d
X
x x d
X
 
x
 
 x
 
 g
A metric on the collection of functions from X to X
 
 X  X
 
 is dened by
d
XX
 
f f
 
  sup f d
X
 
f x f
 
x j x  X g
A new metric on X is dened by
d
id


X
x x
 
 
 

  d
X
x x
 

The Hausdor metric on the set of closed subsets of X P
cl
X and on the set of compact subsets of
X  P
co
X is dened by
d
P X
AB  max f sup f inf f d
X
x x
 
 j x
 
 B g j x  A g
sup f inf f d
X
x x
 
 j x
 
 A g j x  B g g
where sup    and inf   
The three process domains are introduced in
Definition  The process domains P
 
 P

 and P

are dened by the recursive domain equations
P
 


P
cl
A id


P
 

P



P
co
A id


P


P



A P
co
id


P


Processes as described in the introduction can be represented by elements of these process domains
For example the process
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Not every process can be represented in all three process domains In Section  we will show that
the process domain P

is located in between P
 
and P

 ie P

can be isometrically embedded in P

and P

can be isometrically embedded in P
 

P

P
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 Finite processes 
Next processes in the shaded regions of the above picture are presented The process
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is represented by the P
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However this is not a P

process because the above set is closed but not compact The process is
also represented by the P

process
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is represented by the P
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Again this is not a P

process because the above set is not compact The process can also not be
represented by a P

process The obvious candidate
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n
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where
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is not a P

process since the set
f p
n
j n  IN g
is not compact
 Finite processes
The three process domains are related to certain collections of nite in depth processes It is
demonstrated that P
 
 P

 and P

processes correspond to general nitely branching and image
nite processes respectively
The set of processes of nite depth is introduced in
 Introduction
Definition  The set P

 
of processes of nite depth is dened by
P

 


fP
n
 
j n  IN g
where
P
n
 

 
fg if n  
P A P
n 
 
 otherwise
Obviously each P

 
process is a P
 
process The P

 
processes are endowed with the restriction of
the metric on the P
 
processes The obtained metric space is not complete For example the sequence
p
n

n
of P

 
processes dened by
p
n

 
 if n  
fa p
n 
g otherwise
is a Cauchy sequence but does not have a limit in P

 
the sequence converges to a process of innite
depth The metric completion of the metric space of P

 
processes which is denoted by
f
P

 
 is shown
to be isometric to the process domain P
 
in
Theorem 
f
P

 


P
 

Proof See Theorem  of BZ	 ut
The set of nitely branching processes of nite depth is introduced in the following denition in
which P

denotes the set of all nite subsets
Definition  The set P


of nitely branching processes of nite depth is dened by
P




fP
n

j n  IN g
where
P
n


 
fg if n  
P

A P
n 

 otherwise
Similarly the metric completion of the metric space of P


processes is proved to be isometric to
the complete metric space of P

processes in
Theorem 	
f
P




P


Proof See Theorem  of BZ	 ut
The set of image nite processes of nite depth is introduced in
Definition 
 The set P


of image nite processes of nite depth is dened by
P




fP
n

j n  IN g
 Comparison of the process domains 	
where
P
n


 
fa   g if n  
A P

P
n 

 otherwise
The process domain P

can be shown to be isometric to the metric completion of the metric space
of P


processes
Theorem 
f
P




P


Proof Similar to the proofs of the Theorems  and  ut
	 Comparison of the process domains
The three process domains are related It is shown that the process domain P

can be isometrically
embedded in the process domain P

and that the process domain P

can be isometrically embedded
in the process domain P
 
 Furthermore if the action set A is nite then the process domain P
 
can
be isometrically embedded in the process domain P

such that the diagram
P

P

P
 
i

A
A
A
A
A
A

 
id
oo
i









id
  
i

oo

id
oo
commutes Consequently if the action set A is nite then the process domains P
 
 P

 and P

are
isometric If the action set A is innite then it can be proved that the process domains P
 
 P

 and
P

are not isometric
The embedding i
 
from the process domain P

to the process domain P

is introduced in
Definition 	 The embedding i
 
 P

 P

is dened by
i
 
p  a   f i
 
p
 
 j a p
 
  p g
In order to prove the welldenedness of the above recursive denition of the embedding i
 
 a
socalled higherorder transformation 
i

is introduced in
Definition 	 The higherorder transformation 
i

 P


 
P

 P


 
P

 is dened by

i

p  a   f p
 
 j a p
 
  p g
In order to be welldened the higherorder transformation 
i

is restricted to nonexpansive func
tions ie

i

 P


 
P

 P


 
P


 
 Introduction
The collection of nonexpansive functions from P

to P

 P


 
P

 endowed with the restriction
of the metric on functions from P

to P

is a complete metric space Although only continuity
which is implied by nonexpansiveness is needed in the welldenedness proof of the higherorder
transformation 
i

 the restriction induces half of the proof that the embedding i
 
is isometric see
below This higherorder transformation 
i

can be shown to be contractive here the id


in the
domain equation of process domain P

is crucial According to Banachs theorem cf Theorem 
the higherorder transformation 
i

has a unique xed point which is the intended embedding i
 
 ie
i
 
 x 
i


Consequently i
 
 P


 
P

 To show that the embedding i
 
is isometric it is left to prove that for
all p and p
 

d i
 
p i
 
p
 
 	 d p p
 

This can be demonstrated by xed point induction using Banachs theorem
The embedding i

from the process domain P

to the process domain P
 
is introduced in
Definition 	 The embedding i

 P

 P
 
is dened by
i

p  f a i

p
 
 j p
 
 p a g
As the embedding i
 
 also the embedding i

can be shown to be welldened and isometric
Assume the action set A is nite Then the process domain P
 
can be isometrically embedded in
the process domain P

 The embedding i

from the process domain P
 
to the process domain P

is
introduced in
Definition 		 The embedding i

 P
 
 P

is dened by
i

p  f a i

p
 
 j a p
 
  p g
Also this embedding can be shown to be welldened by means of a higherorder transformation In
the welldenedness proof of the higherorder transformation the compactness of the process domain
P
 
is exploited The process domain P
 
is compact since the solution of a recursive domain equation
built from bounded compact metric spaces eg the nite action set A endowed with the discrete
metric P
cl
  and id


is a bounded compact metric space as is proved in BW	
The embedding i

can also be shown to be isometric Furthermore it can be demonstrated that
the above diagram commutes For example it can be proved that
d i


 i


 i
 
 id 
 

  d i


 i


 i
 
 id
and hence i


 i


 i
 
 id As a consequence the process domains P
 
 P

 and P

are isometric
Theorem 	
 If A is nite then P
 


P

 P



P

 and P
 


P


Assume the action set is innite More precisely assume A is equipollent to n for some n where
  n is dened in
 Bisimulation   
Definition 	 The sets   n are dened by
  n 
 
IN if n  

n 
otherwise
The set   	 is dened by
  	 

nIN
  n
The case n   ie A  IN is considered to be the most interesting case The case n   ie
A  
IN
 IR is also of interest when one considers realtime processes
Theorem 	 If A    n for some n then P
 



P

 P




P

 and P
 



P


The above theorem can be proved as follows It can be demonstrated that P

 
 P


 and P


are
discrete spaces Consequently the weight of these spaces is equal to the cardinality of the spaces
Since the weight of the metric completion of a space is equal to the weight of the original space the
weight of
f
P

 

f
P


 and
f
P


is equal to the cardinality of P

 
 P


 and P


 The weight of a space being
smaller than some cardinal number is a topological property Because the cardinality of P


  n is
strictly smaller than the cardinality of P


  n   and the cardinality of P


is strictly smaller
than the cardinality of P

 
  	 it can be concluded that
f
P

 

f
P


 and
f
P


are not isometric From
the theorems of the previous section immediately follows that P
 
 P

 and P

are not isometric

 Bisimulation
The process domains can be viewed as labelled transition systems The bisimulation relations on
these labelled transition systems induce bisimulation relations on the process domains The process
domains are proved to be strongly extensional ie the largest bisimulation relation  bisimilarity 
coincides with equality
The process domain P
 
is turned into a labelled transition system of which the congurations are
P
 
processes the labels are actions and the transition relation is dened by
p
a
 p
 
if and only if a p
 
  p
Bisimilarity on the process domain P
 
coincides with equality as is shown in
Theorem 
 P
 
is strongly extensional
Proof See Theorem  of GR	 ut
A similar result is proved for the process domain P

in
Theorem 
 P

is strongly extensional
Proof See Rut	 ut
The process domain P

is turned into a labelled transition system of which the congurations are
P

processes the labels are actions and the transition relation is dened by
  Introduction
p
a
 p
 
if and only if p
 
 p a
Also the process domain P

can be shown to be strongly extensional
Theorem 
 P

is strongly extensional
Proof Similar to the proofs of the Theorems  and  ut
 Sequential composition
Some complications arising in the denition of the sequential composition of P
 
processes are pin
pointed Furthermore it is shown that these complications do not arise in the denition of the
sequential composition of P

processes
In Denition  of BM	 the sequential composition of P
 
processes is dened by
Definition  The operator   P
 
 P
 
 P
 
is dened by
p  p
 

 
p
 
if p  
f a p
  
 p
 
 j a p
  
  p g otherwise
This denition coincides with the operational denition of the sequential composition Note that
processes can be seen as labelled transition systems However the above denition is not welldened
as Warmerdam War	 showed cf Appendix A
Also in Denition  of BZ	 the sequential composition of P
 
processes is dened
Definition  For a nite process p pp
 
is dened as in Denition  and for an innite process p
p  p
 
 lim
n
p n	  p
 

where p n	 denotes the truncation of process p at depth n
This denition is welldened However the above denition does not coincide with the operational
denition of the sequential composition cf Appendix A
For P

processes the sequential composition is dened in
Definition  The operator   P

 P

 P

is dened by
p  p
 

 
p
 
if p  a   
a   f p
  
 p
 
j p
  
 p a g otherwise
The welldenedness of the above denition of the sequential composition can be proved along the
lines of the welldenedness proof of the embedding i
 
in the fourth section of this paper
Also in the denitions of the operators parallel composition trace set and fairication on P
 

processes similar complications arise cf BK
 BBKM Bre	 These complications do not arise
in the denitions of the operators on P

processes cf Bre	 Also process domain P

does not give
rise to these complications cf KR	 However unlike process domain P

 process domain P

does
not allow an elementary modelling of image nite language constructions like random assignment cf
Bre	
Concluding remarks  
Concluding remarks
In this concluding section some related work is discussed and some points for further research are
mentioned
A fourth process domain P

dened by the recursive domain equation P



A  P
cl
id


P

 is
considered in Bre	 The process domain P

can be shown to be isometric to the process domain P
 
independent of the size of the action set A
An alternative metric process domain is introduced by Golson and Rounds in GR Gol	 The
processes are Milners rigid synchronization trees endowed with a pseudometric The pseudometric
is induced by the strong behavioural equivalence relation introduced in Mil	 This behavioural
equivalence relation and the bisimilarity equivalence relation considered in Section  do not coincide
cf Mil	 Golson and Rounds show that their process domain is isometric to the process domain
P
 
in case the action set is nite or countably innite for the countably innite case the power
set construction used in the domain equation dening P
 
should be restricted to the collection of
countable subsets
In Ole
	 Oles denes a denotational semantics for a nonuniform language with the socalled angelic
choice operator The mathematical domain of this denotational semantics is dened as the solution
of a recursive domain equation over bounded complete directed sets For a uniform language with
the conventional choice operator the mathematical domain dened by the recursive domain equation
P


A  P

P  has been suggested Ole	 This domain equation shows some resemblance with
the domain equation for process domain P


Some topics for further research are the study of the process domains P
 
 P

 and P

with the action
set endowed with an arbitrary complete metric instead of the discrete metric and process domains
corresponding to general nitely branching and image nite processes for complete partial orders
and nonwellfounded sets
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A Warmerdams counterexample
Warmerdam War	 showed that the sequential composition of P
 
processes as dened in Deni
tion  of BM	 cf Denition  is not welldened by proving that the set
f a p
  
 p
 
 j a p
  
  p g
is in general not closed Here Warmerdams counterexample is presented Furthermore this coun
terexample is used to illustrate that the sequential composition as dened in Denition  of BZ	
cf Denition  does not correspond to the operational denition of the sequential composition
Let P
 
process p be dened by
p  f a p
n
 j n  IN g
where
p
n
 fb
n
 a

      a
n 
  a
n
 fc g a
n 
    g
and
b
n

 
b  if n  
b fb
n 
g otherwise
  A Warmerdams counterexample
This P
 
process p is depicted by
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Let P
 
process p
 
be dened by
p
 
 flim
n
c
n
g
This P
 
process p
 
is depicted by
 
 
 
c


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
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

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

According to Denition  of BM	 cf Denition  the sequential composition of the P
 

processes p and p
 
is dened by
p  p
 
 f a p
  
n
 j n  IN g
where
p
  
n
 fb
n
 p
 
 a

 p
 
 a
 
 p
 
   g
and
b
n
 p
 

 
b p
 
 if n  
b fb
n 
 p
 
g otherwise
A Warmerdams counterexample  
This process p  p
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However p  p
 
is not a P
 
process since the set p  p
 
is not closed The set p  p
 
contains the Cauchy
sequence a p
  
n

n
but not its limit a p
  
 where
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The above counterexample also shows that the limit construction in the denition of the sequential
composition presented in Denition  of BZ	 cf Denition  adds unexpected subprocesses
the limit construction lim
n
p n	  p
 
 adds subprocess a p
  

